
    

 

Board Meeting Date: 01/26/16 

Board Members Present:  Chad Gomon, Kevin Wood, Katie Gomon, Tim Sarver, Kristi Willis, Matt 

Adams, Scott Straub, Aaron Freeman, Erik Thompson, Sam Hicks, Ryan Comiskey, Mike Lim, Jerry 

Abundis, Michelle Cook, Kyle Roarick, Ryan England, Rick Freitas, Sal Lucido, Richard Key, Dick Kauth, 

Darin Phelps 

Guests include: Eric Curtis 

Minutes from last meeting are put into motion by Ryan, seconded by Kristi and approved as is by the 

board. 

Matt goes over the financials as they are so far.  These are initial numbers.  Sponsorships are way up 

from last several years and we need to continue to hit people up for team sponsorships.  Even though 

we have more money we are spending it on big projects.  We finally received our rebate check from 

MVP Sports and we should receive additional funds from them.  Matt will have better registration 

dollars in February after he gets the bank statements.   

Eric Curtis has come in to go over his field work proposal.  He wants to know what exactly we were 

looking for, rather than just mowing.  He says it should encompass 10 hours of field work a week.  His 

proposal would include trash pickup, detailing out the infield every week as well as the outfield on a 

weekly basis.  Eric would like, at no extra cost to the league, to nail drag and groom the infields on every 

Wednesday.  If we have fertilizer then he will take care of that too, if he has access to water.  He would 

use our equipment and will give us 3 hours a week free.  If we have to go with dirt infields, due to 

weather issues, would the proposal change?  Eric would take care of the infield and his worker would 

take care of the outfield mowing.  Eric would repaint the lines on the outfield every couple of weeks and 

he would also rake the mounds.  The bid will be cut in half once fall ball starts. 

Sam discusses that he talked to Nate about them taking care of the lawn mowing.  He says they have 

worked out a schedule to mow with Nate, Sam, Erik and maybe Rick.  Katie asks whether their plan 

includes what we have been asking the outside parties to do.  Sam says their plan is more centered on 

mowing and not the additional duties we were asking to have done.  Discussion ensues.  Kevin puts into 

motion that we put Eric on contract for 3 months, seconded by Ryan and approved by the board. 

Scott gives us an assessment update.  It went very smoothly.  We talk about Sunday’s assessments might 

be cancelled due to the weather.   

Sal starts going over the league numbers.  We are down overall 3% from last year.  Something is going 

on in the 9’s and we haven’t identified the issue yet.  SRLL will not have a 50/70 team this year but will 

have 3 junior teams, which we include our 3 junior players with.  HLL will have 2 50/70 teams this year.  

Looking at all the numbers and the quality of the 11’s this year we will probably only have 4 50/70 teams 

this year.  With the majors division, it looks like we will have 6 teams.  In the minors division it is looking 



like 6 teams.  For the farms division, it is looking like 7 teams.  In the Pee Wee division we should have 5 

teams and in the T-Ball division it is looking like 6 teams.  We still need a couple managers.   

 Sal and Darin give us two schedules to look at two schedules for the season.  They will send us the 

schedules by email so we can look it over longer as we are running out of time.   

The Connix was broken into over the weekend.  Several board members had to spend Saturday night 

doing security throughout the night.  Some of the board members fixed the lock and made it secure 

again, thank you.  Kevin talked to a neighbor who lives across from the Connix who is willing to let us put 

up security cameras on her property and she won’t charge us for the power.   

The grader will be working on the Maddux fields this week.  Kevin will keep us apprised of how it goes 

this week.    We are on a day by day basis.  After the grading, the gopher wire will need to be put down 

quickly so that we can continue with the renovations.  We might have to get some more topsoil put 

down, we will have to wait and see.   

 Kristi shows us some things that DK Embroidery has made up for us as far as new apparel for the league. 

Yeah!!!! 

 

Meeting adjourned at 8:07 

 

Next Board Meeting: 02/16/16 

 


